Introduction Physics Requirements
• Discovery potential of Higgs (into γγ or 4e ± for what concerns the EM calorimetry) determines most of the performance requirements for the EM calorimetry • Jet resolution
• Non-compensating calorimeter → granularity and longitudinal segmentation very important to apply software weighting techniques • Speed of response (signal peaking time ~40ns) to suppress pile-up Cold Commissioning -R cal and LC Measurements
• For optimal energy reconstruction (optimal filtering to minimize the noise) physics pulse shape and amplitude needs to be known with high accuracy -R cal (0.1% accuracy, but sensitive to HV sparks) defines the amplitude of the calibration signal -LC of electrodes and LAr gap to be able to calculate the physics pulse shapes from calibration pulse shapes (=correction for the different points of injection)
• R cal and LC have been measured during the cold commissioning 
